Solution Overview

Hitachi Migration Map for Oracle E-Business
Suite to Oracle Cloud Applications

The Cloud Adoption
Dilemma
In a disruptive digital world, organizations
must be able to modernize and accelerate
the empowerment of new business
models, enhance the effectiveness of
existing business processes, and deliver
enriched experiences to internal and
external stakeholders. Oracle Cloud
applications can help with these initiatives
by making your business more flexible
and agile, increase demand and provision
environments up to three times faster and
enable simplicity.
But many organizations still have
concerns about migrating to Oracle
Cloud applications and the impact on
existing business processes and systems and based on the impact - what, where,
when and how they should move to the
cloud, the risks, the timeline, adoption
options and actual time to value.
Hitachi Migration Map for Oracle
E-Business Suite to Oracle Cloud
Applications Can Help
Our solution streamlines the cloud
adoption journey with a rapid, yet
thorough automated assessment
of your current on-premise Oracle
Cloud applications. It determines
your compatibility with the different
cloud options and can suggest the
clearest path with a tailored cloud road
map, specific to your business needs.
Completed in 70% less time than a
manual assessment, our Migration Map
for EBS to Oracle Cloud Applications
delivers accurate information with
drastically reduced consulting fees.

Assess – Begin the Journey
We remotely assess your current
Oracle E-Business Suite applications
and in a matter of hours we identify
customizations, reports, and utilized
functionality with no costly downtime.
What We Offer
nn

Business Process & Functional
Profiling Enables:
–– Process Inventory
–– Enterprise Structure
–– Configuration Inventory

nn

Business Process Transactional
Analysis Provides:
–– Transaction Volumes
–– Aging Analysis

nn

Application Feature Usage Offers:
–– Features Inventory
–– Module Usage
–– Mapping of Features

nn

Application Integration Offers:
–– Integration Inventory
–– Types of Integrations

nn

Customization Profiling Enables:
–– RICEW Analysis
–– RICEW Usage

Align – Define and Evaluate
We discuss the Migration Map and
results, learn your business needs
and jointly build an Oracle Cloud
applications roadmap that suits your
organization.
What We Offer
nn

Cloud Adoption Roadmap Provides:
–– Migration Recommendations
–– Cost Benefit Analysis
–– Business Case

Adopt – Ready for the Future
During the project, these results and
decisions streamline the process of
migrating your data and business
requirements to Oracle Cloud
applications. This facilitates a project
scope, budget and schedule that meet
your needs.

What We Offer
nn

Configuration Migration Provides:
–– Extract Source Configurations
–– Key Configurations Migration
–– User Defined Configuration
Migration

nn

Data Migration Provides:
–– Extract Source Master and
Transactional Data Elements
–– Review and Audit

Why Hitachi Consulting?

About Hitachi Consulting

With digital disruption impacting
businesses the world over – it’s rare to
find a tool that satisfies both your need to
be thorough and your desire to automate
your processes.

Hitachi Consulting is the global solutions
and professional services organization
within Hitachi Ltd., a global innovation
leader in industrial and information
technology solutions and an early
pioneer of the Internet of Things. Hitachi
Consulting is a business integrator for
the IoT era and a catalyst for digital
transformation. Using our deep domain
knowledge, we strategically collaborate
with our clients to help them innovate
faster, maximize operational efficiency
and realize measurable, sustainable
business and societal value. As a
consulting-led solutions company, we
can help you leverage data as a strategic
asset to drive competitive differentiation,
customer loyalty and growth. To learn
more, visit www.hitachiconsulting.com.

Hitachi Migration Map for Oracle
E-Business Suite to Oracle Cloud
Applications lets you accomplish
both – with precision, planning and
ease of implementation. Built with the
best practices of industry knowledge,
extensive implementation and migration
expertise, our solution offers you a unique
competitive advantage to stay agile in a
cloud-centric environment.
Get to Oracle Cloud applications smarter
and faster with Hitachi Consulting.
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